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« WOMB TO TOMB: THE RACIAL HEALTH GAP

By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION

Charlotte’s health gap can be traced to the early 20th century with the advent of repressive social and economic policies thatdeprived Blacks from
accessing wealth-building assets that left them without economic mobility.

What makes you sick? Look
to history of bias for answers
Long-standing public and economic policies paved the way to inequality
By Herbert L. White

herb.white@thecharlottepost.com

This article, the first in a series, was produced as a project for the Dennis A. Hunt
Fund for Health Journalism, a program
of the USC Annenberg Center for Health
Journalism’s 2020 National Fellowship.
If you’re born poor and Black in Charlotte, statistics suggest you’ll die that
way, too.
It wasn’t always that way, though.
In 1900, Charlotte was far from an
urban powerhouse with a population of
18,091 and an economy reliant on agriculture and textiles. Neighborhoods

weren’t segregated by race although it
was customary in most southern communities by that time, but change was
coming. As Jim Crow laws took root at
the dawn of the 20th century and gained
momentum over the intervening decades, it created a gap in health access
and outcomes that left Black Charlotte in
a yawning chasm compared to whites.
“A lot of the tough stuff is falling on
people of color, and that comes out of a
history of systemic racism” that gained
momentum at the dawn of the 20th century, said Tom Hanchett, historian-inresidence at the Charlotte Mecklenburg
Library. “If you asked me how the South

got segregated, I would have said it's always been segregated or after the Civil
War or after Reconstruction in the 1870s.
No, actually around 1900 there were big
stresses on the system.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated and revealed the width of gulf between races on many fronts, said
Mecklenburg County Health Director
Gibbie Harris, who leads the county’s coronavirus response. The crisis has laid
bare longstanding racial disparities and
neglect in American life that haven’t
been addressed at scale.
“The fact that we are now talking about
Please see HEALTH | 2A

Democratic presidential contender Joe Biden is pitching his
plan to help Black entrepreneurs
survive the recession in battleground North Carolina.
Biden held a Black Economic
Summit last week at Camp North
End a mile north of Uptown. A onetime abandoned industrial space in
a historically Black
neighborhood, Camp
North End is now a
bustling
economic
hub and home to several
Black-owned
businesses since its
launch in 2017. That
success, Biden maintains, is an example of Biden
what small businesses
do for communities and why they
should receive federal stimulus
funding to stay afloat during the
coronavirus-sparked downturn.
“A small business is defined as
less than 50 employees,” he said.
“Most small businesses that are
neighborhood small businesses
are 10 or fewer employees. What I
propose is we focus on making
sure that the money goes directly
to those businesses to be able to
keep their employees on the payroll that are 10 or fewer employees, and then [focus on businesses
with] 50 employees and under. But
what’s happened is not only has
that not occurred, but a lot of the
money has gone to very big businesses.”
Black entrepreneurs – many of
them from Camp North End – were
on hand for the summit to ask
Biden about policy that impact
small business and Black communities. Biden, who was introduced by Oklahoma City Thunder
player and Winston-Salem native
Chris Paul, answered questions
about what he plans to do for historically Black colleges and univer-

Please see BIDEN | 2A

NC court
commutes
death row
sentences

Census count gets
1-month extension
By Nadia Ramlagan

NORTH CAROLINA NEWS SERVICE

RALEIGH – The 2020 Census count will be extended until Oct. 31 after a court ruling reversed the
Trump administration’s decision to end the national
survey at the end of September.
Census workers across North Carolina say the
extra month will help ensure hard-to-reach households are accounted for. The state’s self-response
rate lags behind the national average.
At the N.C. Counts Coalition, Director of Communications and Outreach Durrell Johnson said rushing
the census tally would mean losing much-needed
federal dollars.
“We need more time to count our communities. A
lot of communities that haven't been accurately
counted, fully counted, are Black and brown communities, communities in rural parts of the state,”
Johnson said. “So, we’re very excited, very pleased
about the decision. But we’re keeping in the forefront of our mind that this can change at any moment."
That’s because the U.S. Department of Justice says
it’s appealing the California court’s preliminary injunction. In the meantime, people can fill out their
census forms online at my2020census.gov, or by
phone at 844-330-2020. If households still have their
paper form, it can also be filled out and placed in the
mail, with no postage required.
Johnson said the lowest-responding areas are
heavily concentrated in western North Carolina, the
Sandhills region, and the northeast. He pointed out
these regions tend to be parts of the state where residents lack internet access and where field operations were suspended due to the coronavirus.
“So, there’s still roughly over a million or so individuals that have not been counted in the state of
North Carolina,” he said.
Please see CENSUS| 6A

By Bryan Anderson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

UNCLE NEAREST PREMIUM WHISKEY

Three years after launching Uncle Nearest Premium Whiskey in Shelbyville, Tennessee,
CEO Fawn Weaver's company produces America's fastest-growing premium-aged
brand. Uncle Nearest earned the "world's best" title at Whisky Magazine's 2019 World
Whiskies Award.

‘The juice is really good’:
Entrepreneur toasts historic
distiller with national brand
By Herbert L. White

herb.white@thecharlottepost.com

Uncle Nearest is dearest to Fawn
Weaver.
Weaver, an entrepreneur, author
and historian, is founder and CEO of
Shelbyville, Tennessee-based Uncle
Nearest Premium Whiskey and co-
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founder of the Nearest Green Foundation, which honors Green’s legacy
as America’s first known Black
master distiller with a scholarship
program museum, memorial park
and a book.
Green, who was born a slave in
Tennessee and referred to as
Please see CELEBRATING |4A
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RALEIGH — The North Carolina
Supreme Court ruled last week
that three death row inmates will
have their sentences reduced to
life in prison through the state’s
now-defunct Racial Justice Act.
The 2009 law allowed death row
inmates to go through an appeals
process to receive life without parole if they could prove racial bias
was the reason or a significant factor in their original death sentence.
North Carolina Republican state
lawmakers amended the law in
2012 and then repealed it a year
later.
The state Supreme Court decided in June that the repeal could
not be applied retroactively, which
paved the way for more than 100
prisoners awaiting execution to
continue to pursue the reduced
sentences they initially sought
when the RJA was in effect.
The American Civil Liberties
Union represented Christina
Walters, Tilmon Golphin and Quintel Augustine in the original RJA
hearings in Cumberland County. It
also argued on behalf of Walters as
the case rose to the Supreme
Please see DEATH ROW | 2A
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place matters where you were born,
where you live, where you were
brought up really can make a difference, not just in your life in general
but specifically in yourself,” she said.
“So, I'm just really encouraged by that.
…I want to make sure that everybody
understands that all of the other outcomes directly impact health, so
where do you live, how you live,
what's your housing situation, what
kind of education you have access to,
what kind of jobs you have access to.”
White supremacy campaigns at the
end of the 19th century, in which terrorists overthrew the elected government of Wilmington in 1898 and
intimidated Blacks here, changed the
landscape of economic growth for African Americans by forcing them into
a separate and unequal arrangement.
“Segregation is the result of choices
that policymakers and other folks
made over time, kind of layered on
top of each other,” Hanchett said. “So,
what we're dealing with right now is a
playing field that we didn't create. We
get to play and push in and change
and make it better but understanding
how the field got set up is really powerful.”
Charlotte customs and legislation
widened the race gap. Discriminatory
laws effectively left Blacks with limited access to education, housing and
health care. Exclusionary practices
like redlining Black neighborhoods
and homeowner covenants that
locked them out of white communities widened the economic gap
by stripping Blacks of the means of
producing generational wealth. As a
reaction, the all-Black, work class
Brooklyn neighborhood was created.
By the end of the 1960s, it fell victim
to redlining and lack of investment,
then ultimately urban renewal, a politically expedient program to tear
down substandard housing often
owned by absentee landlords.
The legacy of the arbitrary redlining
African Americans as bad credit risks
is evident in modern homeownership
rates: 42% of Blacks in the Charlotte
region own a house compared to 69%
of whites. Nationally, 47% of Blacks
are homeowners as opposed to 76% of
whites. As of 2017, Black Mecklenburg
residents were twice as likely to be denied home loans as whites – 11.9%
versus 5.6%.
“Brooklyn came into being as a response to that awful period of disfranchisement around 1900 when African
Americans were literally displaced
from moving into new suburbs,” Hanchett said. “All of the suburbs around
the center city around 1900 had re-

strictive covenants in their deeds –
Plaza Midwood, where I live, Dilworth,
Myers Park, Villa Heights, all of those
said, ‘members are Caucasian race
only.’
“And so African Americans tend to
move in and kind of clump together
with a number of neighborhoods, the
greatest of the neighborhoods was
Brooklyn, a city within a city.”
Those economic pressures show up
in health care as well. The United
States has world-class medicine, but it
is far from universal, leaving the free
market to decide the depth of insurance coverage for individuals. For the
poor, it’s hit or miss. According to
Census data, 52,373 Black residents,
or 18.04% of the entire Black population – equal to the entire city of
Kannapolis – live in poverty. By comparison, 23,919 whites are similarly
situated, or 6.89% of all in that ethnic
group.
Government is of limited help, especially in health care. Fifteen percent of
Mecklenburg County residents receive
Medicaid or N.C. Public Choice insurance for low-income individuals, but
an estimated 500,000 North Carolinians are uninsured, often limiting
them to emergency room treatment
that raises insurance premiums for
everyone else. The Republican-dominated General Assembly has blocked
Medicaid expansion for years, but
three in four residents support extending the federal insurance program according to a recent
Care4Carolina poll. North Carolina is
one of 12 states that hasn’t expanded
Medicaid, but 64% of Republicans,
76% of independents and 83% of Democrats support expansion.
Medicaid expansion, health care advocates say, would create 40,000 jobs
at no cost to the state, add $4 billion
to the economy, and pump funds into
rural hospitals that lack the funding
of facilities in urban communities.
In order to close the gaps in health
care and outcomes, advocates say it’ll
take an intentional societal effort to
remove barriers to access the tools of
economic growth and racial equality.
“To me, courage is the most important word because it will take courage
within our system. It will take courage
within our communities to challenge
the systemic problems that we know
are there,” said Dr. Jerome Williams,
senior vice president for consumer
engagement at Novant Health. “These
problems are not new. They're rooted
in intentional decisions and policies
and behaviors and to be quite honest
with you, the system is working just
the way set up to work.”
Next: Barriers to health care.
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Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden hosted a Black Economic Summit today at Camp
North End on Sept. 23.

Biden pitches business initiative
to battleground NC entrepreneurs
sities,
the
minimum
wage—he wants it raised to
$15—and what to do for K12 education for students
as well as teachers.
“We pour into the city,”
said Davita Galloway, coowner of Dupp & Swat, a
retail, art and meeting
space at Camp North End
with her brother Dion. “We
pour into everything [in]
our daily lives. It’s important for us to be present,
but also here at the summit
just listen and see what
Biden and [running mate
Kamala] Harris are really
talking about, and just to
learn more about their initiatives, and how they truly
intend to support Black
businesses and Black entrepreneurs.”
Subrina Collier, co-owner
of Leah & Louise restaurant, which opened earlier
this year in Camp North
End, asked Biden about
what relief he would provide for small businesses
owners, particularly restaurants, citing the struggle
among
minority
business owners to access
national aid during the
pandemic in addition to reductions in staff and
hours. Collier credited the
city with providing grant
opportunities throughout
the pandemic to help small
businesses stay afloat.
“Outside of getting to
meet Vice President Biden

and how wonderful that
was, we needed an answer,
because a lot of us in the
restaurant
community
right now, we’re hanging
on by a thread,” she said.
“On the national level with
the paycheck protection
program, we know how
that was fumbled by certain banks, and small Black
businesses weren’t able to
[access it], specifically a lot
of the restaurants. We
wanted some type of indication that there is a light
at the end of the tunnel for
a lot of the restaurants that
are struggling and trying to
hold on.”
Charlotte City Council
District 2 representative
Malcolm Graham thanked
Biden for sending a video
tribute to his sister, Cynthia Graham Hurd, who
was killed in the 2015
Charleston church massacre. He asked how Biden
would reimagine the Justice Department, particularly the civil rights
division, in light of a national debate over federal
protections and excessive
use of force by police
against Black civilians.
“This has been the most
corrupt administration in
modern American history,”
Biden said. “The justice department has turned into
[President
Donald]
Trump’s private law firm.”
Biden pledged that the
Justice Department under

Cheeseborough.
Augustine was convicted
of killing Fayetteville police
Officer Roy Turner Jr. in
November 2001.
Golphin killed N.C. Highway Patrol Trooper Ed
Lowry and Cumberland
County sheriff’s Deputy
David Hathcock during a
traffic stop in September
1997.
Superior Court Judge

Gregory Weeks in 2012
cited a “wealth of evidence” of racially biased
jury selection in all three
cases. Weeks made a similar statement about death
row inmate Marcus Robinson. Last month, the state
Supreme Court ruled that
Robinson could serve life
without parole.
In 2012, Robinson became the first death row

Continued from page 1A

his administration would
be completely independent
from the White House, and
that he would have no say
in what, who or how the
department prosecutes its
duties.
“With regard to the civil
rights division I would significantly increase two
things, one a civil rights
presence in the Justice Department and elevate it so
that it has access to and
transparency to all police
department’s activities across the country,” he said.
“I would also make sure
that I elevate the Civil
Rights Division to have a
direct office within the
White House.”
BLKMRKT co-owner Dammit Wesley said he’s looking forward to more
expansion for Camp North
End as a business and living space.
“I have been able to sit in
my studio since Camp
North End started this venture that they’re going on,
and I’ve seen it grow so
much,” he said. “I’ve seen
changes happen in the
community, and I can only
hope to see that my being
here and the seeds that
we’ve planted help grow
this space into a healthier
living area. Hopefully, we
foster creativity and unity
and humanity and all the
things that have been missing in 2020.”

NC Supreme Court commutes sentences of three death row inmates
Continued from page 1A

Court.
“The ACLU is thrilled that
the North Carolina Supreme Court has ordered
that our client Christina
Walters be removed from
death row,” said a statement from attorney Henderson Hill.

“The powerful evidence
of racial bias presented in
her case shows not just
that her death sentence
was wrong, but why it is
long past time for America
to abandon the death penalty,” Hill said. “The legacy
of death penalty in America is one of racial terror.

Messaging affects
girls’ self-image
THE TRIANGLE TRIBUNE

A new study suggests that the messages Black girls
hear at home about being Black, and about being Black
women in particular, can increase or decrease their risk
of depression. Positive messages – and positive feelings
about being Black – were associated with a decreased
likelihood of symptoms of depression; negative messages had the opposite effect.
“Black teenage girls are more likely to report symptoms
of depression than Black boys or white teens,” said
McKenzie Stokes, first author of a paper on the work and
a North Carolina State Ph.D. student. “We wanted to learn
more about some of the factors that may contribute to
that higher rate of depression.”
“Identifying and understanding these factors is an important step in addressing depression in Black girls in a
meaningful way,” said Elan Hope, co-author of the paper
and NCSU associate professor of psychology.
The researchers drew on in-depth, national survey data
from 287 Black girls between the ages of 13 and 17. Specifically, the researchers were interested in aspects of racial socialization related to how Black caregivers talk to
their children about taking pride in being Black and being
Black women.
Study participants were asked how frequently they
heard positive messages from their primary caregivers
about being Black and about being Black women. They
were also asked how frequently they heard oppressive
messages about Black women. The survey also asked
them about emotional symptoms associated with depression, such as apathy and sadness.
The researchers found that the more positive messages
they received about being Black and being Black women,
the more positive they felt and the fewer depressive
symptoms they reported. However, the more oppressive
messages, the more likely they were to report symptoms
of depression.
“Our findings highlight the importance of avoiding
negative stereotypes about Black women,” Hope said.
“Because we found that those negative remarks had an
effect even in households that reported positive messages about being Black and being Black women.
“For example, when people say they don’t want to go
into the sun because they don’t want to get any darker,
what is a child with dark skin supposed to think when
hearing that? These sorts of remarks, even when the
speaker is referring only to herself, can adversely affect
the attitudes of Black girls toward their own blackness.”

Its racist application continues to deepen the
wounds of inequality and
normalize extreme sentencing practices that have
no place in a just society.”
Walters, who led a Fayetteville street gang, was
convicted of the 1998 murders of 18-year-old Tracy
Lambert and 21-year-old
Susan Moore and the attempted murder of Debra

inmate to successfully use
North Carolina’s Racial Justice Act to receive a lesser
sentence.
His death sentence for
the killing of 17-year-old
Erick Tornblom had been
reinstated after the law was
nullified, but was reduced
once again in August following the court’s decision.

$335 in COVID-19 Relief Funds for
NC Families with Children
If you ﬁled a state tax return reporting a qualifying child, you'll get
the payment automatically.
If you didn't ﬁle, you may qualify if you apply by October 15th.
(PUPXXX/$%03HPWGPSEFUBJMTBOEUPBQQMZ

Payment is for qualifying individuals with a dependent child who was 16 or younger at end of 2019. Eligible
individuals who did not file a 2019 state return because gross income for 2019 did not exceed the state’s filing
requirements for filing status (generally $10,000 per year single and $20,000 per year married) may s琀ll be
eligible for the payment if they apply by October 15, 2020.
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BUILD BACK BETTER
JOBS AND ECONOMIC RECOVERY AGENDA

Joe Biden believes we cannot build back better without a major
mobilization of effort and resources to advance racial equity
across the American economy

Ensure all small business relief efforts are specifically designed to aid
businesses owned by Black and Brown people.
Spur more than $150 billion in additional public-private venture capital and
non-profit lending programs to minority-owned small businesses.
Reform opportunity zones to fulfill their promise.
Ensure his housing plan makes bold investments in homeownership and
access to affordable housing for minority families.
Boost retirement security and financial wealth for minority families.

Visit joebiden.com/racial-economic-equity to learn more
PAID FOR BY BIDEN FOR PRESIDENT
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Celebrating Uncle Nearest
Continued from page 1A

“Uncle” as a sign of respect
by everyone in his orbit, is
more famous now than
when he was as the 19th
century mentor to young
Jack Daniel, who went on
to launch a global brand
based on his distilling
technique. Weaver created
the Uncle Nearest brand in
2017 to acknowledge
Green’s contributions to
American distilling and
since its debut has become
America’s fastest-growing
premium-aged whiskey,
earning the title “world’s
best” at Whisky Magazine’s
2019 World Whiskies
Awards.
“The juice is really good
and our challenge was we
knew the story was incredible,” said Weaver, 44. “We
knew the brand story was
going to be incredible, but
how do we make sure that
the juice mirrored the level
of excellence of Nearest
Green.”
Weaver is the best-selling
author of “Happy Wives
Club: One Woman's Worldwide Search for the Secrets
of a Great Marriage” and
before that was a marriage
and relationship blogger.
“Happy Wives Club” is a
2014 USA Today and New
York Times bestseller, and
spurred advocacy for marital happiness through
“The Argument-Free Marriage: 28 Days to Creating
the Marriage You've Always
Wanted with the Spouse
You Already Have.”
The daughter of Motown
Records songwriter and
producer Frank Wilson,
who produced numerous
hits for the legendary
recording label’s stable of
singers, Weaver talked with
The Post on launching the
Uncle Nearest brand, Black
participation in the industry and Green’s legacy. Responses are edited for
brevity and clarity.
Q: What were the challenges to starting the Uncle
Nearest Brand?
Weaver: It's really expensive to do what we're
doing. My husband and I
are blessed. We are fortunate we have been suc-

cessful in our lives, but we
weren't successful enough
to pull this off. It was going
to take tens of millions of
dollars just for true entrance into this business to
make any kind of real impact, any kind of real
splash, which meant we
were going to have to raise
money. But that's not what
we did. People came to us
as investors, for us to invest. We weren't used to
being on the other side of
pitching and we certainly
didn't want to pitch friends
and family because it was
going to be a high, high,
high risk investment. If [industry
giants]
Brown
Forman or Jack Daniel decided to fire all their missiles at us, we could have
lost everybody's money
and so, there was a massive reluctance to do it. We
were doing our due diligence, but there was still a
massive reluctance.
Q: What was the ingredient other than investment, that made the
business possible?
Weaver: We are a purpose-driven brand. We are
a purpose driven company
before there was any bottle
of Uncle Nearest ever sold.
I met with the young
people that this generation
of Nearest Green descendants because I realized
they didn't understand the
legacy of excellence they
came from. I brought them
photos of Nearest’s children and his grandchildren
and to see the photos you
will never know that they
were the children of a
formerly enslaved man.
They were a part of elite
society, in Lynchburg, if
they walk down the street,
they were getting the same
level of respect as Jack's
family. That's insane. at
that period of time it's insane now, but it was really
crazy at that time. And
Nearest immediately following the Civil War was
not only the wealthiest African American in the area,
he was wealthier than a lot
if not most of his white
neighbors.
Q: There seems to be dis-

parity of Black professionals in the distilling industry
compared
to
consumption.
Weaver: Here you would
be surprised. Seventy-eight
percent of American whiskey buyers are white men.
We drink a lot more cognac
than we do whiskey. Who
we’re making rich is Hennessy, the French [holding]
company LVMH. We do not
drink as much American
whiskey as I hope we will
because of Uncle Nearest
and because of other
brands that come out, but
there’s a reason for that, I
believe… What I can say is
American whiskey is a
challenge because I didn’t
recognize it, and I didn't
understand it, but for the
first two years of Uncle
Nearest, I got no qualified
resumes for a person of
color.
One, I think that African
Americans, we generally
do not want to go into
fields where our ancestors
did not have a choice in the
matter. You rarely see us as
housekeepers. You don't
walk into people's homes
and see us as housekeepers and cooks. Very
rarely and some you'll,
have private chefs in which
they’re charging people a
fortune, but just a cook or
a house cleaner, you generally aren't going to see a
lot of [Black] people doing
that. You also generally are
not going to see us in tobacco or cotton, and you're
not going to see us in
American whiskey and that
is because our ancestors
did not have a choice in
going into those industries.
They had to. They were enslaved into them. I think
that's the first issue.
The second is African
Americans, as a general
rule, we’re raised religious,
either Muslim or Christian.
Both the ministers and the
pastors railed against the
alcohol industry and for
whatever reason, specifically whiskey. So, we don’t
look at it as a virtuous industry if we have the ability to take our talent into
another industry. We're

going to do that because
we don’t want to be the
one at the family reunion
saying ‘hey I work for a
whiskey company. And in
the way that I discovered
that is unfortunately my
own bias. I didn't realize
I'm the child of two teetotallers My father was a
pastor.
Q: Are you saying then
that there's a certain element of shame among
black folks in the industry?
Weaver: Well, every single one that I’ve talked to,
it was subconscious. It was
something about every single one of them has said it
wasn’t intentional, but
every single one of us, including me, had never updated their LinkedIn page
to claim the spirit company. There had been
people who had been at
Jack Daniel for I think, 20something years. [Jack
Daniel Vice President and
Assistant General Manager]
Melvin Keebler just updated his like three months
ago because I gave him a
hard time about it.”
Q: So, it’s got to be organic in terms of encouraging Black folks to join the
industry?
Weaver: I think it's got to
be organic. It also has to be
intentional. For instance,
Melvin Keebler over at Jack
Daniel, he’s been going to
HBCUs for five years and
trying to get the chemistry
students to see distilling as
one of the routes that they
can go and in those five
years I think he said he got
like two takers.
So, we’ve got to make the
industry cool for us and
start bringing them in. I
don't know how to erase
the shame that is associated with it I guess subconsciously, but I'm working
on it, and I can say that I
see more African Americans coming into roles in
this industry right now
than I have ever seen, and
definitely since I've gotten
here. I would say we're
headed in the right direction.

SINCE THE VOTING RIGHTS
ACT PASSED IN 1965, WE’VE
NEEDED 5 AMENDMENTS
TO PROTECT IT
Voting was and still is our super power. It keeps people and neighborhoods
from being ignored. We celebrate the people who not only got knocked down,
but who kept getting up. Join AARP as we continue the journey to protect and
empower all races and ages in all communities.

Your Vote is POWERFUL

Learn more at aarp.org/election2020
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Harris: Don’t
give up as Trump
rushes court pick
By Kathleen Ronayne
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

RALEIGH — Kamala Harris urged voters on Monday not
to be discouraged by Republican efforts to fill a Supreme
Court seat before the election, charging it’s the GOP’s
goal to make people feel like their votes
don’t matter.
“We will not give up, and we will not give
in,” the Democratic vice presidential nominee said. “We will not let the infection that
President Trump has injected into the presidency and into Congress, that has paralyzed our politics and pitted Americans
against each other, spread to the United
Harris
States Supreme Court.”
Her remarks, delivered in swing-state North Carolina,
marked Harris’ most expansive yet on the vacant court
seat that was held by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg until
her death earlier this month. Beyond serving on the Democratic ticket, Harris will play a direct role in the confirmation battle as a member of the Senate Judiciary
Committee tasked with vetting the nominee, a spot in
which she’s shined during past nomination fights.
Harris was noncommittal when asked by reporters if
she planned to meet individually with President Donald
Trump’s nominee, Amy Coney Barrett.
The Senate Judiciary Committee is expected to begin
hearings for Barrett on Oct. 12, about three weeks before
Election Day. Democratic presidential nominee Joe Biden
and Harris say the seat shouldn’t be filled until voters
choose the next president. Harris noted voting is already
underway in some states, including North Carolina.
Republicans say this fight is different than 2016, when
they refused to hold hearings on then-President Barack
Obama’s Supreme Court nominee nine months before
the election, because the Senate and presidency are now
held by the same party. But the Senate has never confirmed a justice to the high court so close to an election.
“You have the power and you can make it very clear,
very soon how you feel about being cut out of this Supreme Court nomination process,” Harris said.
She centered her speech on ways the court can influence Americans’ lives: an expected ruling on the fate
of the Affordable Care Act, the preservation or elimination of voting rights, and a broad swath of other
matters, from the right to collectively bargain to due process.
The court is set to hear a challenge on the Affordable
Care Act shortly after the election, a key talking point for
Harris and Biden as they seek to motivate voters concerned about losing their health care. Harris zeroed in
on what it means for women in particular. Without the
health care law, she said, birth control coverage could be
eliminated and pregnancy could be considered a preexisting condition by insurance companies. Suburban
women were key to Democrats’ taking back the U.S.
House in 2018.
She also charged Republicans’ “relentless obsession
with overturning the Affordable Care Act is driven entirely by a blind rage toward President Obama.”
Harris avoided any personal attacks on Barrett and did
not mention her Catholic faith, instead focusing on her
Please see HARRIS | 5A
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Harris: Don’t give up as Report reveals systemic
police,
prosecutor
wrongs
Trump rushes court pick
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past comments that Chief Justice John
Roberts erred in a previous decision
upholding the Affordable Care Act.
On voting rights, Harris referenced
the court’s 2013 decision to overturn
key provisions of the Voting Rights
Act. Following that decision, North
Carolina enacted a law that required
voters to show photo identification,
among other new rules, that a federal
court found targeted black voters
“with almost surgical precision.” That
court blocked the law and the Supreme Court declined to hear an appeal.
Harris delivered her remarks at
Shaw University, one of North Carolina’s historically Black colleges and
universities. The university in Raleigh
was where the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, a key organization in the civil rights movement of
the 1960s, was founded.
Monday’s trip marked Harris’ first to
North Carolina since joining the ticket.
She also plans to meet with Black

voters as part of a “sister to sister” organizing campaign. Harris is the first
Black woman to be on a major party’s
presidential ticket and has focused on
mobilizing Black voters since joining
the campaign.
Trump won the state in 2016 and
he’s recently visited weekly. Many of
the voters Trump hopes to win over
are more focused on the coronavirus
pandemic and related issues than on
the Supreme Court seat.
Later, after greeting voters at an outdoor restaurant and brewery, Harris
didn’t directly answer a question
about whether there’s anything Senate Democrats can do to slow down
the nomination process or how she
and Biden would deal with a 6-3 court
tilted toward conservatives if they win
the White House.
“I’m going to focus on what’s within
our power in these next 36 days, and
what’s within our power is to elect Joe
Biden president of the United States,”
she said after greeting voters at an
outdoor brewery.

Cosby appeals to Pa. high court
By Stacy M. Brown
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

Over a month ago, lawyers for Bill Cosby
formerly filed a motion to
the state Supreme Court in
Pennsylvania,
seeking
to
overturn the
three guilty
verdicts
handed down
in 2018.
The August
filing states
Cosby
that the trial
court stripped Cosby of the
presumption of innocence
and relieved the prosecution of its burden of proof
when it allowed the jury to
hear decades-old, excessive uncharged bad act evidence that was absent a
legitimate propensity purpose.
Specifically, allowing testimony from five women
who offered varying accounts of Cosby’s alleged
sexual misconduct stemming from the 1980s, and

Cosby’s highly prejudicial,
deposition
testimony
about his sexual behaviors
in the 1970s that involved
offering Quaaludes to
women he had shown sexual interest.
Cosby’s lawyers remain
convinced that since Montgomery County District Attorney Kevin Steele invited
the testimony of five
women who allegedly had
encounters with Cosby in
the 1980s, there was no
reason to bring up the
comedian’s alleged behavior from the 1970s.
In June, the state Supreme Court announced it
would hear Cosby’s appeal.
Among other issues,
Cosby’s attorneys argue
that former Montgomery
County District Attorney
Bruce Castor previously
agreed that Cosby would
not be prosecuted in the
matter of Andrea Constand
if Cosby sat for a civil deposition arising from complaints made by Constand.
“The [District Attorney’s]
office issued a formal pub-

lic statement reflecting
that agreement, and Cosby
reasonably relied upon
those oral and written
statements by providing
deposition testimony in
the civil action, thus forfeiting his constitutional
right against self-incrimination,” the lawyers wrote
in support of their argument for a new trial.
“The [Appeals] panel
erred in affirming the trial
court’s decision to allow
not only the prosecution of
Cosby but also the admission of Cosby’s civil deposition testimony,” the
lawyers stated.
In 2006, Cosby agreed to
pay Constand a $3.4 million civil settlement that
arose from the relationship
the two had between 2003
and 2004.
Cosby has served nearly
two years of a three-to-10year sentence. He is represented
by
attorneys
Jennifer Bonjean of New
York, and Barbara Zemlock
and Brian Perry of Harrisburg, Penn.

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

On Jan. 21, 2011, former Chicago Police
Commander Jon Burge was sentenced to
four and a half years in federal prison for
perjury and obstruction of justice because he lied under oath about his use of
torture to extract confessions from numerous criminal suspects, overwhelmingly Black men.
Burge was fired in 1993 and was prosecuted only for lying in a civil case. He
served more than four years in prison
and died in 2018
In 1987, when Ken Anderson was District Attorney of Williamson County,
Texas, he successfully prosecuted Michael Morton for murdering his wife,
Christine.
To do so, according to a report from the
National Registry of Exonerations, Anderson concealed that neighbors had seen a
suspicious stranger hanging around the
Mortons’ house.
After the murder, while Morton was in
custody, someone else attempted to use
a credit card belonging to his wife and
cashed a $20 check that was in her missing purse.
Further, the Mortons’ 3-year-old son,
who witnessed the killing, told his grandmother that “a monster” killed his mother
when “Daddy was not there.”
What followed was a parade of horribles, researchers said.
In 2011, DNA testing of a bandana
found near the crime scene identified the
actual killer.
The district attorney’s office had successfully resisted testing that bandana for
many years. Morton spent 24 years in
prison for a crime that he did not commit
– a crime that was itself an unspeakable
tragedy for him and his family.
The real killer went on to bludgeon
another woman to death in 1988. Anderson himself was disgraced. He pled guilty
to contempt of court, spent four days in
jail, was disbarred, and was forced to resign from the position he later held as a
judge.
While researchers of a report released
on Sept. 15 said it’s hard to summarize
the enormity of the harm Burge and his
underlings inflicted and what Anderson
did, they did piece together a critical and
comprehensive study on tainted cases
that have only underscored why Americans – particularly Black people – have
lost trust in the police and prosecutors.
In the report titled “Government Misconduct and Convicting the Innocent:
The Role of Prosecutors, Police and other
Law Enforcement,” the National Registry
of Exonerations examined more than
2,400 cases nationally which measured
the role of government misconduct in
wrongful convictions and how African

Americans specifically suffer from those
actions.
The study found that 54 percent of official misconduct involved corruption or
negligence by police, prosecutors, lab
workers, or other government employees.
The authors – which included researchers from the Newkirk Center for Science
at the University of California, Irving, the
University of Michigan Law School, and
the Michigan State University College of
Law – cautioned that “the tally is very
likely a vast undercount of the actual
number of instances in which misconduct has led to the convictions of innocent people.”
They outlined that many who’ve been
wrongly convicted –including those who
pleaded guilty to low-level crimes – did
not have the necessary resources or legal
counsel.
Why did Anderson conceal all that evidence of Morton’s innocence?
“We don’t know. We could ask, but we
wouldn’t trust the answer – if any was
given – and Anderson himself may no
longer know if he ever did,” the authors
wrote.
They concluded that the most important causes of official misconduct in
criminal cases are systemic, “pervasive
practices that permit if not encourage bad
behavior; lack of the resources needed to
train, supervise and conduct high-quality
investigations and prosecutions; and ineffective leadership by police commanders, crime lab directors and chief
prosecutors,” the authors stated.
“If these systemic problems are corrected, misconduct is less likely to occur
– and when it does happen, more likely to
be counteracted before innocent people
are condemned.”
Overall, Black defendants’ exonerations
have a slightly higher rate of misconduct
than those of white defendants, 57% to
52%.
But the differences are more significant
for murder cases (78% to 64%) – especially
those with death sentences (87% to 68%)
– and drug crime exonerations (47% to
22%).
The study concluded that official misconduct falls into five general categories:
• Witness tampering occurred in about
17% of exonerations.
• Misconduct in interrogations occurred
in 57% of all exonerations with false confessions or about 7% of all cases.
• Fabricating evidence happened in
about 10 percent of cases, in three forms:
Forensic fraud – in 3% of exonerations,
police officers or forensic analysts lied
about forensic evidence.
• Fake crimes – in 4% of exonerations,
police planted drugs or guns on suspects,
or lied and said the suspects had assaulted them.
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past comments that Chief Justice John
Roberts erred in a previous decision
upholding the Affordable Care Act.
On voting rights, Harris referenced
the court’s 2013 decision to overturn
key provisions of the Voting Rights
Act. Following that decision, North
Carolina enacted a law that required
voters to show photo identification,
among other new rules, that a federal
court found targeted black voters
“with almost surgical precision.” That
court blocked the law and the Supreme Court declined to hear an appeal.
Harris delivered her remarks at
Shaw University, one of North Carolina’s historically Black colleges and
universities. The university in Raleigh
was where the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, a key organization in the civil rights movement of
the 1960s, was founded.
Monday’s trip marked Harris’ first to
North Carolina since joining the ticket.
She also plans to meet with Black

voters as part of a “sister to sister” organizing campaign. Harris is the first
Black woman to be on a major party’s
presidential ticket and has focused on
mobilizing Black voters since joining
the campaign.
Trump won the state in 2016 and
he’s recently visited weekly. Many of
the voters Trump hopes to win over
are more focused on the coronavirus
pandemic and related issues than on
the Supreme Court seat.
Later, after greeting voters at an outdoor restaurant and brewery, Harris
didn’t directly answer a question
about whether there’s anything Senate Democrats can do to slow down
the nomination process or how she
and Biden would deal with a 6-3 court
tilted toward conservatives if they win
the White House.
“I’m going to focus on what’s within
our power in these next 36 days, and
what’s within our power is to elect Joe
Biden president of the United States,”
she said after greeting voters at an
outdoor brewery.

Cosby appeals to Pa. high court
By Stacy M. Brown
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

Over a month ago, lawyers for Bill Cosby
formerly filed a motion to
the state Supreme Court in
Pennsylvania,
seeking
to
overturn the
three guilty
verdicts
handed down
in 2018.
The August
filing states
Cosby
that the trial
court stripped Cosby of the
presumption of innocence
and relieved the prosecution of its burden of proof
when it allowed the jury to
hear decades-old, excessive uncharged bad act evidence that was absent a
legitimate propensity purpose.
Specifically, allowing testimony from five women
who offered varying accounts of Cosby’s alleged
sexual misconduct stemming from the 1980s, and

Cosby’s highly prejudicial,
deposition
testimony
about his sexual behaviors
in the 1970s that involved
offering Quaaludes to
women he had shown sexual interest.
Cosby’s lawyers remain
convinced that since Montgomery County District Attorney Kevin Steele invited
the testimony of five
women who allegedly had
encounters with Cosby in
the 1980s, there was no
reason to bring up the
comedian’s alleged behavior from the 1970s.
In June, the state Supreme Court announced it
would hear Cosby’s appeal.
Among other issues,
Cosby’s attorneys argue
that former Montgomery
County District Attorney
Bruce Castor previously
agreed that Cosby would
not be prosecuted in the
matter of Andrea Constand
if Cosby sat for a civil deposition arising from complaints made by Constand.
“The [District Attorney’s]
office issued a formal pub-

lic statement reflecting
that agreement, and Cosby
reasonably relied upon
those oral and written
statements by providing
deposition testimony in
the civil action, thus forfeiting his constitutional
right against self-incrimination,” the lawyers wrote
in support of their argument for a new trial.
“The [Appeals] panel
erred in affirming the trial
court’s decision to allow
not only the prosecution of
Cosby but also the admission of Cosby’s civil deposition testimony,” the
lawyers stated.
In 2006, Cosby agreed to
pay Constand a $3.4 million civil settlement that
arose from the relationship
the two had between 2003
and 2004.
Cosby has served nearly
two years of a three-to-10year sentence. He is represented
by
attorneys
Jennifer Bonjean of New
York, and Barbara Zemlock
and Brian Perry of Harrisburg, Penn.
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On Jan. 21, 2011, former Chicago Police
Commander Jon Burge was sentenced to
four and a half years in federal prison for
perjury and obstruction of justice because he lied under oath about his use of
torture to extract confessions from numerous criminal suspects, overwhelmingly Black men.
Burge was fired in 1993 and was prosecuted only for lying in a civil case. He
served more than four years in prison
and died in 2018
In 1987, when Ken Anderson was District Attorney of Williamson County,
Texas, he successfully prosecuted Michael Morton for murdering his wife,
Christine.
To do so, according to a report from the
National Registry of Exonerations, Anderson concealed that neighbors had seen a
suspicious stranger hanging around the
Mortons’ house.
After the murder, while Morton was in
custody, someone else attempted to use
a credit card belonging to his wife and
cashed a $20 check that was in her missing purse.
Further, the Mortons’ 3-year-old son,
who witnessed the killing, told his grandmother that “a monster” killed his mother
when “Daddy was not there.”
What followed was a parade of horribles, researchers said.
In 2011, DNA testing of a bandana
found near the crime scene identified the
actual killer.
The district attorney’s office had successfully resisted testing that bandana for
many years. Morton spent 24 years in
prison for a crime that he did not commit
– a crime that was itself an unspeakable
tragedy for him and his family.
The real killer went on to bludgeon
another woman to death in 1988. Anderson himself was disgraced. He pled guilty
to contempt of court, spent four days in
jail, was disbarred, and was forced to resign from the position he later held as a
judge.
While researchers of a report released
on Sept. 15 said it’s hard to summarize
the enormity of the harm Burge and his
underlings inflicted and what Anderson
did, they did piece together a critical and
comprehensive study on tainted cases
that have only underscored why Americans – particularly Black people – have
lost trust in the police and prosecutors.
In the report titled “Government Misconduct and Convicting the Innocent:
The Role of Prosecutors, Police and other
Law Enforcement,” the National Registry
of Exonerations examined more than
2,400 cases nationally which measured
the role of government misconduct in
wrongful convictions and how African

Americans specifically suffer from those
actions.
The study found that 54 percent of official misconduct involved corruption or
negligence by police, prosecutors, lab
workers, or other government employees.
The authors – which included researchers from the Newkirk Center for Science
at the University of California, Irving, the
University of Michigan Law School, and
the Michigan State University College of
Law – cautioned that “the tally is very
likely a vast undercount of the actual
number of instances in which misconduct has led to the convictions of innocent people.”
They outlined that many who’ve been
wrongly convicted –including those who
pleaded guilty to low-level crimes – did
not have the necessary resources or legal
counsel.
Why did Anderson conceal all that evidence of Morton’s innocence?
“We don’t know. We could ask, but we
wouldn’t trust the answer – if any was
given – and Anderson himself may no
longer know if he ever did,” the authors
wrote.
They concluded that the most important causes of official misconduct in
criminal cases are systemic, “pervasive
practices that permit if not encourage bad
behavior; lack of the resources needed to
train, supervise and conduct high-quality
investigations and prosecutions; and ineffective leadership by police commanders, crime lab directors and chief
prosecutors,” the authors stated.
“If these systemic problems are corrected, misconduct is less likely to occur
– and when it does happen, more likely to
be counteracted before innocent people
are condemned.”
Overall, Black defendants’ exonerations
have a slightly higher rate of misconduct
than those of white defendants, 57% to
52%.
But the differences are more significant
for murder cases (78% to 64%) – especially
those with death sentences (87% to 68%)
– and drug crime exonerations (47% to
22%).
The study concluded that official misconduct falls into five general categories:
• Witness tampering occurred in about
17% of exonerations.
• Misconduct in interrogations occurred
in 57% of all exonerations with false confessions or about 7% of all cases.
• Fabricating evidence happened in
about 10 percent of cases, in three forms:
Forensic fraud – in 3% of exonerations,
police officers or forensic analysts lied
about forensic evidence.
• Fake crimes – in 4% of exonerations,
police planted drugs or guns on suspects,
or lied and said the suspects had assaulted them.
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Time to play
ball, with
fans allowed
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

For some of these guys, it’s been 10 straight
losses. I don’t carry that around. For me, it’s
been two.”
Panthers head coach MATT RHULE

North Carolinians can watch
sports in person this fall.
Gov. Roy Cooper announced
that effective Oct. 2, stadiums
with a seating capacity over
10,000 can operate at 7% capacity. For Bank of America Stadium, that means 5,200 fans on
Oct. 4 when they play the Arizona Cardinals.
“We are excited to welcome
some fans back to Bank of America Stadium beginning Oct. 4,

“
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and we thank the state of North
Carolina, the city of Charlotte
and Mecklenburg County for
partnering with us in these efforts,” a team spokesperson
said. “We have worked for
months to develop and implement a responsible and comprehensive plan for the return of
fans and we are confident that it
will ensure that the game day experience is enjoyable and as safe
as possible.”

Charlotte
FC open to
additional
transfers
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

CAROLINA PANTHERS

Carolina linebacker Shaq Thompson is congratulated by teammates after recovering a fumble in the Panthers' 21-16 win Sunday
against the Los Angeles Chargers at SoFi Stadium. The win broke a 10-game losing streak that included the final eight contests
from the 2019 season.

With losing skid over,
Panthers look ahead
Win at Chargers put the Panthers in a more positive frame of mind
By Herbert L. White

herb.white@thecharlottepost.com

It’s been a while since the Panthers
celebrated winning football.
After a 10-game losing streak that
included eight straight to close the
2019 season, they finally broke
through with a 21-16 win against the
Los Angeles Chargers, the first NFL
victory for head coach Matt Rhule.
With two losses to start 2020, a win –
especially with All Pro running back
Christian McCaffrey, defensive tackle
Kawann Short and left tackle Russell
Okung sidelined with injuries – certainly helps long-term.
“I felt relief,” Rhule said. “When
those games come down to the wire,
it’s like relief, it’s like all right, we did
it. But, I’m just so happy for the guys.
For some of these guys, it’s been 10
straight losses. I don’t really carry
that around. For me, it’s been two.
“I see where we are headed. But

when you are a young guy and that’s
all you hear it can start to weigh on
you. I thought [it] was the best example we’ve had of playing as a team.”
Quarterback Teddy
Bridgewater, who completed 22 of 28 passes
for 235 yards, credited
basic tasks with paying
big dividends against
Los Angeles, which lost
to Super Bowl champ
Kansas City in overtime
Rhule
a week earlier.
“You talk about winning on the road, you’ve got to play
great defense, be able to run the ball,
be able to stop your opponent, create
turnovers and we did just that,” he
said. “It was a good job coming together and playing 60 minutes as a
team. It’s tough to win in this league,
so we are going to appreciate it. We
are going to celebrate these wins as

they come. Happy for coach Rhule. A
lot of first-time victories for a lot of
players and coaches on this staff, so
of course we will celebrate, enjoy this
moment and then shift our focus to
Arizona.”
Key to the Panthers was the defense, which recorded its first two
sacks of the season, forced four turnovers and eight hits against Chargers
quarterback Justin Herbert. Carolina
made those opportunities count,
converting those Los Angeles miscues into 12 points.
“Honestly, guys came to rush,” said
defensive end Brian Burns, who accounted for a sack and forced fumble. “That’s how I see it. Guys knew
we had a rookie quarterback. He did
a good job but when you have a
rookie quarterback, you have to get
in his face and affect him and that
can ultimately be a deciding factor in
the game.”

Charlotte 49ers start C-USA play at Fla. Atlantic
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Conference play has arrived for the
Charlotte 49ers.
They open the Conference USA schedule at Florida Atlantic on Oct. 3, following two weeks of cancelations due to
COVID-19 against North Carolina and
Georgia State. Charlotte canceled the
former due to an offensive lineman testing positive and contact tracing depleting their offensive line. Misread results
caused Georgia State to postpone the
next week, and the game has not been
rescheduled.
“It’s been a crazy year already,” 49ers
coach Will Healy said. “The way our guys

have responded to last week’s disappointment has been really good. I’m
really proud of them. Now we’ve got an
opportunity to go play the reigning conference champion.”
Charlotte’s focus shifts not only to
conference play, but making it to
another game. They opened the season
at Appalachian State with a 35-20 loss.
FAU, by comparison, will play their first
game of the season after going 11-3 last
year. Charlotte is 2-3 against the Owls
with both wins taking place in Florida.
Charlotte, which is 1-4 all-time in Conference USA openers is 7-7 overall under
Healy, who took them to their first winning season and first bowl appearance

last year. But in 2020, all bets are off.
“As of right now, everything is on to go
play FAU, but here’s what we can’t do,
we can’t take days off like I thought we
did last week,” Healy said. “Regardless
of the situation, our goal is to be playing
our best football at the end of the year.
We’ve got a talented, young and inexperienced group that needs to get better
each and every day. It’s not about
whether we play or we don’t play, we’ve
got to get better.”
Junior quarterback Chris Reynolds is
expected to start on Saturday, despite
Healy saying after his upper body injury
in the opener that he would be out indefinitely.

Will Charlotte FC sign anyone heading
into the final month of Major League Soccer’s transfer window?
The period for player signings runs
through Oct. 29, but Charlotte’s only
move came in July during the first transfer window when they signed Spanish
midfielder Sergio Ruiz. He has since been
sent on an 18-month loan with Las Palmas
of Spain’s second division.
“We’re working on some options there,”
Charlotte FC President Tom Glick said.
“As we look at this window and the four
windows there are between now and kickoff in 2022, we’re looking to take advantage of all of these as we build our new
soccer club.”
While Charlotte has made additions to
the academy side, bringing on Karyn
Latorre as head athletic trainer and Devon
Manifold as head of performance. The
question remains, will Charlotte soon
sign another player to join Ruiz on the inaugural roster?
Glick represented the Carolina Panthers
Saturday at an Atrium Health mask distribution event at Johnson C. Smith as part
of the Million Mask Initiative. In addition
to helping distribute over 20,000 masks,
Glick spoke to how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted building Charlotte
FC from scratch, along with their inaugural season being pushed to 2022 due to
the pandemic.
“We’re going with the flow,” he said.
“We have more time now. The timeline
now goes to March of 2022, so we have
18 months before we kickoff. People are
still remote from each other, so we don’t
have big gatherings of people in pubs
watching games together, but there’s
other ways for us to connect with soccer
fans.”

CFC adds new
personnel for
academy team
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Karyn Latorre and Devon Manifold are
the newest Charlotte FC hires.
The club announced Latorre as head
academy athletic trainer and Manifold
head of performance for the academy.
“I am delighted to join this incredible
project and be part of this talented staff,”
Latorre said in a statement. “Using my
past experiences, I’m looking forward to
providing the best care to these promising players.”
Said Manifold: “I’m very grateful for the
opportunity to be a part of this MLS expansion in a fantastic city with avid
sports fans. I’m excited to bring my expertise in sport performance and athletic
development to the club and I’m dedicated to developing our players into top
class footballers.”
Lattore holds a diploma in football medicine from FIFA. She will be responsible
for the COVID-19 protocol implementation, medical and injury treatment, concussion testing, as well as determining
when a player is fit to return to play.
“Karyn is a vital addition to the team,”
Charlotte FC technical director Marc Nicholls said. “She offers a wealth of experience at the Major League Soccer level and
has excellent knowledge of the area
through her college playing career. Karyn
checks all the boxes for what is needed in
this role.”

Hornets’ Graham irked and inspired by NBA most-improved snub
By Herbert L. White

herb.white@thecharlottepost.com

Devonte Graham is so
past being snubbed for
NBA most improved player.
The Charlotte Hornets
guard went from role
player in Kemba Walker’s
shadow to the largest scoring improvement in the
league over the course of a
season, yet he wasn’t a finalist for the award. Although top players like
LeBron James and Kevin
Durant criticized the snub,
Graham, who averaged
18.2 points and 7.5 assists
per game, admits it stung.
“Obviously, I was upset
about it but pretty much
over it now,” he told media

last week. “You see everybody talking about it and
saying that I should have
won and then you see guys
in the NBA coming out saying things about it. I just
know that the people who
are really watching and are
around basketball know.”
A lot has changed for Graham, who averaged 4.7
points and 2.6 assists as a
rookie. A year ago, he
opened camp as a secondstringer behind Terry Rozier, who was signed to
replace Walker. But Graham
quickly created an opportunity for himself with an
improved offensive stockpile that earned him a job
in the starting rotation.

Going into his third season,
Graham is continuing to
evolve as a player who understands he has to keep
improving on both ends of
the floor.
“My leadership role has
definitely increased,” he
said, “and guys are looking
at me for things that they
weren’t last year around
training camp time. The
coaching staff, they’re
looking for more out of me,
just vocally [I’ve] got to be
better and just making sure
guys are working. But … it
starts with me, so I’ve got
to be in the gym, I’ve got to
be in a weight room and
then kind of trickle down to
the other guys like that.”

Hornets guard
Devonte Graham
was overlooked
in the NBA most
improved player
of the year balloting despite high
praise from AllStars LeBron
James and Kevin
Durant.
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